Nest products help you save energy and feel safer and more comfortable. And
they’re designed to work together, so you can enjoy a connected home solution, not
just a single product.

Nest Learning Thermostat

Regular Price: $461

415 with mid–top tier CCM*
installed Ask about our 0% financing!
$

The Nest Learning Thermostat programs itself and automatically helps save energy1
when you’re away. And you can control it using your phone, tablet or laptop.
Two-year parts and labor warranty.
Five-year extended parts and labor warranty with professional installation.

Nest Thermostat E

Regular Price: $380

342 with mid–top tier CCM*
installed Ask about our 0% financing!
$

The Nest Thermostat E comes with proven energy-saving features and a simple
schedule you can adjust easily. Its frosted display blends into the background. And
with the Nest app, you can change the temperature from anywhere – the office,
the beach, even your bed.
This thermostat is available to Nest Pros only.
One-year parts and labor warranty.
Three-year extended parts and labor warranty with professional installation.

Nest Thermostat

Regular Price: $333

300 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Meet the most affordable Nest thermostat yet. It offers energy-saving features,
remote control, and a flexible schedule, all at a lower price.2 Its design is beautifully
simple, with a mirrored finish. And it’s compatible with 85% of 24V systems,
including 2H/1C or 1H/2C conventional and heat pump systems.
One-year parts and labor warranty.
Three-year extended parts and labor warranty with professional installation.

Installing Nest thermostats just got more valuable.
Introducing HVAC monitoring, a free new feature that’s now automatically available on all Nest thermostats
in the US—no additional equipment or accessories required. It looks out for issues with a your heating
and cooling system and sends an alert that makes it easy for you to book a visit from Holtzople!

Individual savings are not guaranteed. 2Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet
and Wi-Fi.
*CCM = Comfort Club Member.
Google, Nest Learning Thermostat, Nest Thermostat E and Nest Thermostat are trademarks of Google LLC.
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NEST PRO

MAKE YOUR HOME SMARTER WITH GOOGLE NEST.

NEST PRO

Nest Hub Max

Regular Price: $489

440 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Nest Hub Max helps busy families stay in touch and on track. You can make
video calls, see a personalized calendar and reminders,1 or check in when you’re
away with the built-in Nest Cam.2 And with home view, you can control other
Nest devices from a single dashboard.
One-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest Hub

Regular Price: $255

230 with mid–top tier CCM*
installed Ask about our 0% financing!
$

Nest Hub provides help at a glance in any room at home. Always see your best
and latest shots from Google Photos. Plus, view and control your compatible
connected devices from a single dashboard. Simply use your voice to watch
YouTube and play songs from YouTube Music.3 You can even get your calendar,
commute, answers and more—just ask Google.
One-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest Mini

Regular Price: $189

170 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Meet the 2nd generation Nest Mini, the speaker you control with your voice.
Just say “Hey Google” to play songs from Spotify, YouTube Music, and more.4
Music sounds bigger and richer. Ask Google about the weather, news, or almost
anything. Hear your personalized schedule, commute, and reminders.5 Set
timers and alarms. And control your compatible smart devices.6
One-year parts and labor warranty.

To make calls, Google Duo accounts required for you and call recipient. Personalized results, for up to six users, require additional enrollment and setup. When using
Voice Match, keep in mind that a voice similar to yours, or a recording of your voice, could result in Google incorrectly recognizing someone else as you. 8Night vision
not supported. 2Nest Cam and Nest video doorbells sold separately. 3Subscriptions may be required for certain content. 4Music subscriptions may be required. 5Voice
Match requires additional setup and enrollment, and supports up to six users. When using Voice Match, keep in mind that a voice similar to yours, or a recording of
your voice, could result in Google incorrectly recognizing someone else as you. 6Compatible smart devices required.
* CCM = Comfort Club Member.
Google, Nest Hub Max, Nest Hub, Nest Mini, Google Photos and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC.
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Google, Nest Learning Thermostat, Nest Thermostat E and Nest Thermostat are trademarks of Google LLC.
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NEST PRO

MAKE YOUR HOME SMARTER WITH GOOGLE NEST.

NEST PRO

Nest Temperature Sensor

Regular Price: $150

135 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

With the Nest Temperature Sensor, you can let your Nest thermostat know
which room should be a certain temperature at a certain time of day. It’s
battery-powered and wireless, so installation is simple.
Requires a 3rd generation Nest Learning Thermostat or Nest Thermostat E.
One-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest Hello video doorbell

Regular Price: $472

425 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Nest Hello lets you know who’s there, so you never miss a visitor or a package. It can
tell the difference between a person and a thing, then alert you. And because it’s
wired, it streams 24/7, so you can check in anytime. Or go back and look at a 3-hour
snapshot history to see what happened.
Two-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest Cam Outdoor
security camera

Regular Price: $433

390 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Who’s at the door? Was my package stolen? Meet Nest Cam Outdoor. It’s
weatherproof and plugs into power, so you can look after your home 24/7, rain
or shine. Get an alert when there’s activity. And talk and listen from your phone.
Two-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest Cam Indoor
security camera

Regular Price: $320

288 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Nest Cam helps you stay connected to what matters to you—from anywhere.
Watch the action live in super clear 1080p HD. And get alerts on your phone if
there’s motion or sound.1
Two-year parts and labor warranty.

Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. Google, Nest
Temperature Sensor, Nest Hello, Nest Cam Outdoor and Nest Cam Indoor are trademarks of Google LLC.
*CCM = Comfort Club Member.
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NEST PRO

Nest x Yale Lock

Regular Price: $550

495 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Meet the secure, tamper-proof lock from Nest and Yale. It’s keyless, so you can
lock and unlock the door from anywhere with the Nest app.1 Give people you
trust a passcode and get alerts when they come and go. And lock the door with
a tap. If you forget, the Nest x Yale Lock even reminds you.
Two-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest Protect smoke and CO alarm
(battery or hardwired w/ battery backup)

Regular Price: $277

249 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Know more, worry less. Nest Protect looks for fast-burning ﬁres, smoldering
ﬁres and carbon monoxide. When it senses smoke or CO, it will send an alert
to your phone, so you know something is wrong even when you’re away from
home.2 The app alerts you when the batteries are low. You can even hush a false
alarm from your phone.
Five-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest WiFi (router only)

Regular Price: $375

338 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Nest Wifi blankets your whole home in fast, reliable Wi-Fi.3 It automatically
updates itself to get new features and help your network stay safe. And Nest
Wifi points have a speaker so you can talk to Google for extra help around the
house.

Nest WiFi Router + Point

One-year parts and labor warranty.

Nest WiFi Router + 2 Point

Google WiFi (Mesh only)

$
$
$
$

539 regular
485 with mid–top-tier CCM*
667 regular
600 with mid–top-tier CCM*

Regular Price: $265

239 with mid–top tier CCM*

$

installed Ask about our 0% financing!

Google Wifi is a new kind of home Wi-Fi system that replaces your router with fast
and seamless coverage throughout your home—without the headaches of signal
drops or dead zones.
One-year parts and labor warranty.

Google WiFi Mesh 3-Pack

$
$

477 regular
429 with mid–top-tier CCM*

Some features, including mobile alerts, remote control, and custom schedules, require the Nest app, working internet and Wi-Fi, and Nest Connect or Nest Guard.
Notifications are provided for convenience and should not replace ordinary care in locking your door. 2Mobile alerts require working internet and Wi-Fi. 3Home size,
materials, and layout can affect how Wi-Fi signal travels. Larger homes or homes with thicker walls or long, narrow layouts may need extra Wifi points for full coverage.
Strength and speed of signal will depend on your internet provider.
*CCM = Comfort Club Member.
Google, Nest x Yale Lock, Nest Protect, Nest Wifi and Google Wifi are trademarks of Google LLC.
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